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SYMBOLIZM


You have to be able to see the simple things. 
Like in this illustration of Hanuman. 

We see him standing on the shore with his worried parents standing in the 
background full of anxiety for his well being.


In his left hand he is holding a rattle from when he was a little baby that he has 
pimped out to act more maturely.


His right hand is held up like that because if you look at his facial expression you 
clearly see that he has tremendous flatulence which is about to be expressed.


Like. Hold on now! 
You also see a relax facial expression with a hint of scarcity as he doesn’t really 

know if this will contain any liquids or not.


His body is very toned and trimmed as you can see, but he doesn’t work out!

This is from all the tension as he holds large amounts of intestinal gas from his 

bean and lentil diet.


Around his waist are two wipers coming out.

One is for number 1 and the other is for number 2.


On his head is a combination of bicycle helmet and also a common pot.


He cleans it out after each use in the river you see behind him.


Around his neck is a necklace with an emblem.

This is actually a car manufacturer logo called ’Preeti*.


He has just gotten himself the most recent model, the pink and cute little 
’Rebecca’.


Under his upper lip are 16 pieces of nicotine pouches that he needs everyday to 
calm his nerves as his parent project all the worry and anxiety on him.


Behind his head looks like the sun but it’s actually not.

It’s his ponytail that he has frizzed up and dyed blond.


It’s for the ladies. 

Away from the lake are the newest apartment complexes in his city. On the right is 
apartment complex B and on the left is apartment complex A.




This is where he wishes to purchase a spot for himself and hopefully meet a 
beautiful lady and raise some kids. He’s into real cows.


Oh yeah!


The belt buckle that hangs between his knees is just a coverup for his genitals are 
extremely huge so everything hangs just above it.


What seems to be flowers around him and near the water are actually plastic.

They’re IKEA.


He put them there as a gifts to the many many many many God’s whom to him is 
material.


His parents home is a replica of the Disney castle (according to his father) because 
both parents are huge fans of actual reality.


..There isn’t actually a river behind Hanuman..


It’s a blue silk cloth placed there for a natural effect.


The tattoo on his right hand reads: 

I am human but I am also primitive. 
My parents are representations of the feminine and masculine. 

But I also know that I am God but not A GOD. So I strive to be humble 
and always stay grounded in my flip flops of love. 

I get the choice to be A GOD but I choose not to because that is 
completely crazy. So I remain humble and give thanks to all that is living 

with loving compassion. 

Imagine how wrong things can become when you aren’t grounded and in 
understanding of nature. You might need more & more explanations taking you to 

outer space before it gets so cold you’ll eventually die or return home.


Nah Must Stay.


💗  





